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Bayesian Network based Cost Benefit Factor
Inference in E-Services
Guangquan Zhang, Chenggang Bai, Jie Lu and Chengqi Zhang

AbsIract- This paper applies Bayesian network tecbnique to
model and inference tbe uncertain relationsbips among cost
factors and benefit factors in E-services. A cost-benefit
factor-relation modelproposed in our previous study is considered
as domain knowledgeand tbe data collectedtbrougb a survey is as
evidence to conduct inference. Tbrough calculating conditional
probability distribution among factors and conducting inference,
this paper identifies tbat certain cost factors are significantly
more important tban others to certain benefit factors. In
particular, this study found tbat 'increased investment in
maintaining E-services' would significantly contribute to
'enbancing perceived company image' and 'gaining competitive
advantages', and 'increased investment in staff training' would
significant contribute to 'realizing business strategies'. These
results bave the potential to improve the strategic planning of
companies by determining more effective investment areas and
adopting more suitable development activities wbere &services
are concerned.
Index Terms-About four key words or pbrases in alphabetical
order, separate d by commas (see "Subject Categories" in
http://www.ieee.orglweb/developers/webtbes/index.btm).
I.

INTRODUCTION

T

term 'Bservices' is typically used to describe a variety of
electronic interactions, ranging from basic services, such as
the delivery of news and stock quotes, to smart services, such as
the delivery of context-aware emergency services [3], and
provide of recommendations. The ability of E-services to fulfil
customer demands is assisting businesses in reducing service
costs and obtaining more benefits. Companies in the earlier
stages of employing E-services have had little data, knowledge
and experience of the potential of Bservices for organizational
impacts and benefits. After several years experience of
E-services, companies can obtain related knowledge and
provide related data. They urgently need to weight the costs
involved in moving services online against the benefits received
by adopting Eservices. They must identify what kinds of
HE

investment effectively contribute to particular benefit aspects of
an E-service application.
Recent reports concerning the success, quality, usability and
benefit of E-services have led researchers to express increasing
interest in conducting an evaluation of the use of Eservice
applications [20]. In general, various research methods and
techniques used in the research ofE-service evaluation, such as
surveys, cases and modelling, are instigated under three major
categories. The first is website feature, function or usability
evaluation. Typical approaches in the categories are testing,
inspection and inquiry [6], and they are often used together in
conducting a web search or a desk survey [18]. The second
category is investment analysis which has been conducted for
justifying investment in an Bservice application, and for
exploring the changes that take place in organizational
operations. Significant results have been reported in, such as,
Giagliset al. [5],Drinjaketal. [4], and Amir et al. [I]. The third is
the establishment of evaluation frameworks or rmdels. For
example,Lee et al. [13] created a framework for evaluating the
business value of BlB Bservice through five propositions.
Zhang and von Dran [21] developed a two-factor model for
website evaluation. More generally, Hahn et al. [6] presented a
value-driven framework for E-commercewebsite evaluation.
Our research reported in Lu [14], Lu & Zhang [15, 16]
identified the inter-relationships and interactive impacts among
Eservice functions, E-service development attributes, the
benefits received vii adopting an Bservice, and the costs to
move service operations online. In particular, Lu & Zhang [16]
examinedE-services' investment in which aspects have a more
significant contribution to particular benefit items. As a further
study of previous work, this paper aims to apply Bayesian
network technique to inference the uncertain relationships
among cost factors and benefit factors in E-services.
After the introduction, this paper reviews our previous work
including the research framework for Bservice evaluation, data
collection and the cost-benefit factor-relationmodel in Section 2.
Section 3 introduces Bayesian network techniques. Section 4
reports the inference results among cost factors and benefit
factors conducted by applying Bayesian network. Conclusions
are discussed in Section 5.
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II.

PREVIOUS RESEARCH REVIEW

A. FeED researchframework

Lu & Zhang [16] established a conceptual research framework
for assessing E-service applications which has four categories:
Eservice function (F), E-service cost (C), Bservice benefit (B),
and E-service development attribute (D), called FCBD research
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an initial questionnaire was sent to three subjects as a way of
setting initial feedback. Based on the pre -test results, the
questionnaire was refined. The final questionnaire was then
posted, emailed, or faxed, to the 100 selected companies. Out of
34 questions in the questionnaire, some items were related to
Eservice functions and development attributes, some were
related to the costs of developing Bservice applications, and
some were related to the benefits obtained from developing

framework. Eservice function here is concerned with the
capability and quality of the Bservices. Cost is the expenses
incurred in adopting E-services. E-service benefit is concerned
with the benefits gained through employing Bservices, which
development attribute takes into account the strategies, policies
and types of companies involved when developing Bservice
applications. Each category consists of a set of evauation
factors (Fig. I). HA •••• ,Ha imply a set ofrespective hypotheses.
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Fig. I: FCBD research framework with factors
B. Data collection
This study collected data concerning E-service development
attributes, functions, costs and benefits from a sample of
Australia companies (Eservice providers). These sample
companies were selected from two industry categories: Tourism
(including Travel, Accommodation, Entertainment and Health
care) and IT/Communication services (IT services and
Information services) in Australia.
This study conducted a web search first to determine a
sample of companies which have adopted Bservices on an
appropriate level and volunteers were obtained from these
companies. A total of I00 websites were randomly selected from
company websites registered in the Yellow Pages Online (NSW,
Australia)
http://www.yellowpages.com.au
under
TourismlTravel and IT/Communication categories. A
questionnaire survey was then conducted with the sample
companies from February to March 2002. As a pre-test survey,

E-service benefits CB)
Description
Building customer relationships
Broadenina market reach
Lowering of entrv barrier to new markets
Lowerina the cost of acouirin •• new customers
Globaloresence
Reducing information dissemination costs
Reducina advertising media costs
Reducin •• oneration Itransactio~ costs
Reducing transaction time
Reducin ••deliverv time
Gathering information to create customer nrofiles
Customer and market research facilitv
Cooperation between comnanies to increase services
Enhancin ••nerceived comnanv image
Realizina business strateaies

..

..

..

Eservice applications. The survey assumes that respondents
represent their colleagues and they should not be asked directly
about hypotheses. A total of 50 responses were obtained, and
the results shown in this paper are based on 48 completed
responses. All cost factor questions listed in the questionnaire
use a five-point Likert scales: I--not important at all, 5-very
important. For example, if a company thinks the cost of
maintaining an E-service is very important it records the degree
of importance as 4 or 5. A 5-point scale is also used for present
benefit assessment: l-Iow benefit, 5-very high benefit. For
example, if a company considers that, currently, their Bservice
only builds very basic customer relations, and the company
would ideallyprefer to build closed relations, then the company
would score perhaps 3 on the present benefit assessment for BI.
The survey result was used to identify why companies adopt
Eservice applications, how they evaluate an Eservice
application, what the main benefit factors are, and what kinds of
benefits have been obtained. It also identified the major costs
and barriers of Bservice applications and, most importantly,
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which cost items significantly contributed to particular benefit
items.
C. Cost-benefit factor-relation

model

By completing a group of ANOYA tests, a set of 'effect'
relationships between cost and benefit factors are obtained.
These relationships reflect that certain cost factors have a
significant effect on certain benefit factors. These effects are
presented in a cost-benefit factor-relation model (Fig. 2). The
lines in the model express the 'effect' relationships between
related cost factors and benefit factors. Although every cost
factor makes direct or indirect contributions to all benefit factors
to a certain degree, some cost factors are more important for the
improvement of particular benefit factors than others.
Benefit

Effect relationships

Cost

B,

number of variables under uncertainty. For example, Heckerman
[7] applied Bayesian network successfully into lymph-node
pathology diagnosis. Breese & Blake [2] applied Bayesian
network successfully into computer default diagnosis.
Comparing with other inferencing analysis approaches,
Bayesian network has four good features in its applications.
Firstly, unlike neural network approach, which usually appears
to user as a "black box", all the parameters in a Bayesian network
have an understandable semantic interpretation [17]. This makes
users to construct a Bayesian network directly by using domain
expert knowledge. Secondly, Bayesian network has ability to
learn the relationships among its variables. This not only lets
users observe the relationships among variables easily, but also
can handle data missing issue [10]. Thirdly, Bayesian network
can conduct inference inversely. Feed-forward neural networks
and fuzzy logic approaches are strictly one-way, that is, when a
model is given a set of inputs it can predict the output, but not
vice versa. Fourthly, Bayesian network can combine prior
information with current knowledge to conduct inference as it
has both causal and probabilistic semantics. This is an ideal
representation for nsers, for example, experts, to give prior
knowledge which often comes in a causal form [10].
IV. BAYESIANNETWORKBASEDCOST-BENEFIT
FACTOR ANALYSIS

B
B

In general, there are three main steps when applying Bayes ian
network approach in a practical problem: creating a graphical
structure, calculating the conditional probabilities, and finally
using the model to do inference.
A. Creating a graphical structure

As 8"B.,8,;,B,. andBI2in Fig. 2 don't have any connections
to any cost factor nodes, an initialBayesian network structure of
cost and benefit factors relationships can be created by deleting
these notes, shown in Fig. 3. The lines in the structure express
the 'effect' relationships between these factors.

Fig. 2: Cost-benefit factor-relation model
III. BAYESIANNETWORK
Bayesian network is a powerful knowledge representation
and reasoning tool under conditions of uncertainty [19]. A
Bayesian network B ~ N, A, e > is a directed acyclic graph
(DAG) < N,A > with a conditional probability distribution
(CPD) for each of its nodes, collectively represented bye, for
each node n E N represents a variable, and each
arc a E Abetween nodes represents a probabilistic dependency
[19]. In a practical problem, the nodes of a Bayesian network
represent uncertain variables, and the arcs are the causal or
influential links between the variables. The association with
each node is a set ofCPDs that model the uncertain relationships
between the node and its parent nodes.
The benefits of using Bayesian network to model uncertain
relationships have been well discussed [8, II]. Many
applications have proven that Bayesian network is an extremely
powerful technique for reasoning the relationships among a

Fig. 3: Initial cost-benefit factor-relation Bayesian network
The notes and relationships shown in Fig. 3 are considered as
a result from domain knowledge. Data collected through the
survey, discussed in Section 2, is used to complete structure
learning of the Bayesian network. A number of structure learning
algorithms for Bayesian network have been proposed. This
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study uses a local search algorithm, greedy Hill-climbing [9].
This algorithm starts at a specific point in a space, checks all
nearest neighbors, and then moves to the neighbor that has the
highest score. If all neighbors' scores are less than the current
point, that is, a local maximum is reached, the algorithm will stop
and/or restart in another point of the space. By running the
Hill-elimbingalgorithm for structure learning from data, Fig. 4 is
obtained where the link between C2 and B1 is deleted.

It can be found from the two tables that the relationships
among notes C:z and B7, C7 and BI; are hardly linear. Therefore,
using conditional probabilities to express these relationships
will be more suitable than using traditional linear regression
methods.
C. Inference

(set of values) for the parent set Pa, of Xi' and Xi is a value

The cost-benefit factot-relation Bayesian network has been
created with both structure and conditional probabilities are
defined. It can be thus used for inference the effects and
relationships between cost and benefit factors. Basically,
inference is done by fixing the states of observed variables, and
then propagating the beliefs around the network until all the
beliefs (in the form of conditional probabilities) are consistent.
The desired probability distributions can be read directly from
the network.
There are a number of algorithms for doing the inference in
Bayesian networks, which make different tradeoffs between
speed, complexity, generality, and accuracy Junction-tree
algorithm, developed by Lauritzen & Spiegelhalter [12], is one of
the most popular algorithms and used in this study. It is based
on a deep analysis of the connections between graph theory and
probability theory. It uses an auxiliary data structure called a
junction tree, and suitable for middle and small size of samples.
Through running Junction-tree algorithm for inference, a
group of valuable results between G and B i (i= 1 to m) are
obtained. This paper only shows and discusses the inference
results related to notes C2 and G which are assumed
respectively to be 'high (4)'. Similar results can be obtained
when these notes get other values. Table 3 shows the
probabilities of all nodes under the evidence C2=4(high).

that X, (i=0.1 •... m) takes. Based on the data collected from the

Table 3: Probabilities of all nodes when C2= 4 (high)

Fig. 4: Cost-benefit factor-relation Bayesian network after
structure learning from data colleted
B. Calculating the conditional probability
(CPD)
Let X

= (Xo"",X

distributions

be a note set, Xi (i=O.l, ... m) is a

m)

discrete node, in a BayesiannetworkB. m=19for Fig.4. The CPD
of node Xi is defined as 9~PQ. = P(Xi = Xi I Pa, = pa,) [9],
where Pa, is the parent set of node Xi ,pai

is a configuration

survey, CPDs of all nodes are calculated and shown in Fig. 4.
This paper only shows the results related the relationships
among to s, (Table I), and C7to B1s (Table2).

c,

B~I

13-,=2

B~3

13-,=4

Br5

~=I

0.0065

0.3290

0.0065

0.4903

0.1677
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Table 2: The conditional probabilities for node B1s based on C7
Pr(B,s

B1s=1

Bt;=2

B)s=3

BIS=4

BI;=5

IC7)
G,=I

0.0043

G,=2

0.1130

C,=3

0.0542

(;,=4
C~5

0.1130
0.0182

0.1130

0.3304

0.4391

0.0043

0.5478

0.1130

0.2625

0.3667

0.2104

0.1130
0.0182

0.4391
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0.3304
0.4727

2

3

4

5

CI
C2
C3
C.
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0.1265

0.2082

0.3510

0.1673

~node

Table I: The conditional probabilities for node B7 based on C2
Pr(13-,1

I

PrO

0.1130
0.2217
0.1063
0.0043
0.4727
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I
0.3102

0.2082

0.3102

0.1469

0.0245

0.1265

0.1469

0.3102

0.2694

0.1469

c,
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BIO
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Fig. 5 shows the effect of observing when the value of G
(maintaining Bservice) is 'high' (=4). The probability ofa high
B13 (cooperation between companies to increase services) is
increased from 0.2427 to 0.3494, suggesting that G and B13 are
correlated to some exent, that is, a high ~ tends to "cause" a
high Ih It is also found that the probability of a high St4
(enhancing perceived company image) is increased its value
from 0.2670 to 0.3667, BI• (gaining and sustaining competitive
advantages) is increased from 0.2490 to 0.2930. Same as above
these results mean that C2is correlated with BI, and BI., when a
high investment in Bservice maintenance (C2) will tend to
"cause" a high enhancement of company image (BI,) and gain
competitive advantages (BI.).

0.: ~ .. 11 [J.rw [Jao. 1I.11.lB .••. fI.rlJI
Cl

C2 C3 C-4 C5 C6
C

prior

II

fiJI

a

C8 BI 82 85 B7 B9 810811 813814 815816

probabil ity

• posterior

probability

Fig. 5: Priorand posterior probability when ~=4 (high)
Table 4 shows the probabilities of all the other nodes under
the evidence CF4 (high). Fig. 6 shows the effect of observing
when the value of C, (training cost) is 'high'. The probability of
a high &5 (realizing business strategies) has increased from
0.2694 to 0.3304, suggesting that 4 and ~ are correlated to
some extent, that is, a high C7 tends to "cause" a high BJS.
Table 4: Probabilities of the nodes when C~

B\

I

2

3

4

(high)

5

BJ3

0.1289

0.1785

0.3468

0.2427

0.1031

BI4

0.0412

0.0948

0.2403

0.2670

0.3566

BIs

0.1130

0.1130

0.4391

0.3304

0.0043

BI•

0.0449

0.1469

0.3306

0.2490

0.2286

CI C2 C3C4 C5 co C7C8 BI B2B5B7 B9BIOBJlBI3BI4BI5BI6
D prior probability .posterior

probabilit

Fig. 6: Priorand posteriorprobability when CF4 (high)
V. CONCLUSIONS
By applying Bayesian network technique this paper identifies
that certain cost factors were significantly more important than
others to certain benefit factors. For example, increased
investment in maintaining Bservices would significantly
contribute to 'enhancing perceived company image' and
'gaining competitive advantages'. This indicates that in order to
improve the perceived company image it would be appropriate to
invest in 'maintaining E-services'. Another significant finding is
that increased investment in staff training would significant
contribute to 'realizing business strategies' in Eservice
application. These results provide an insight into whether
investment on certain Bservice aspects are perceived as more
important that others for specific business objectives.
The findings shown in the study will provide practical
recommendations to thefollowing:(I) E-service providers, when
forming strategies to reduce Bservice costs, increase benefits,
enhance E-service functionality and attract customers; (2)
Eservice application developers, when designing new
applications; and (3) E-service managers, for maintaining current
Eservice applications which provide better services and more
effective operations.
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